
*sea change (noun)
1. a striking change, as in 

appearance, often for the better.
2. any major transformation or 

alteration.
3. a transformation brought about 

by the sea.
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Communities are already 
feeling the pinch caused 
by climate change. They 
need to understand the 
changes now taking effect 
in their environment, the 
possible perils of inaction, 
and the steps they can do 
to protect themselves and 
their loved ones.

A country of over 7,100 islands in the Pacifi c Ring of Fire, the 
Philippines is a hot spot for natural disasters and is highly 
vulnerable to the adverse impacts of climate change.

The most vulnerable of its residents are subsistence fi sherfolk and 
farmers who have begun to feel the effects of climate change, such 
as the dwindling of fi sh catch, major coastal erosion, and massive 
coral bleaching.

As they attempt to integrate climate change adaptation strategies 
into their lives, the World Bank and other key stakeholders 
have converged to document the various ways by which local 
communities can use science, technology, and organic knowledge 
to adapt to climate change. This document gives a preview of the 
three-year process and its outcomes.

Fisherfolk’s houses situated behind the 
seawall in Bagacay.

A “Hot Spot” for Climate Change
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Responding to the threats of climate change begins and ends with 
the community. Community members hold the key to integrating 
tried-and-tested local knowledge with scientifi c methods in order to 
develop climate change adaptation (CCA) strategies that work.

This was demonstrated in the project sites—Gubat in Sorsogon, 
Batuan in Masbate, and Caramoan in Camarines Sur—where 
communication and dialogue among community members, 
local government offi cials, and Project team members were crucial 
in order to conduct an accurate vulnerability assessment of a 
community. Strong and open communication enables the other 
pillars of climate change adaptation—that is, policy dialogue, 
community engagement, and strengthened national and 
local government linkages.

Communities in the project sites discovered the critical role 
of collaboration between the local government and the 
community. This allowed for more responsive development 
planning and the smoother enforcement of environmental laws. 

Change Starts with the Community 

PARTNERSHIP: While the community 
gets the help of science to better 
understand their environment, they also 
integrate indigenous knowledge and 
form a more holistic approach.
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Climate Change Adaptation Framework

Community-Based 
Climate Change 

Adaptation

• Community workshops
• Multi-channel communication 
• IEC planning & implementation

• Socio-economic assessment
• Identification of high-risk areas
• Reef health assessment
• Hazard indexing
• Beach stability assessment
• Disaster preparedness 
• Real-time weather data 

collection
• Mangrove & bird species 

inventory

• Increased interface between 
national and local 
governments

• Governance review
• Gaps & policy needs
• LGU capacity-building

• Community acceptance and 
mobilization

• Livelihood assessment
• Recognition of local 

champions
• CCA-DRRM preparedness 

capacity building

• Intra-community partnerships
• Knowledge sharing among pilot 

sites & other areas
• Public-private partnerships
• Media engagement

Communications

Vulnerability 
Assessment

Policy 
Dialogue

Community 
Engagement

Strengthened 
national and local 

government 
linkages
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The diagram below shows the interaction between and among 
the different CCA pillars, processes, and stakeholders. It shows 
that CCA does not follow a pre-set trajectory, but is a fl uid process 
that evolves depending on a community’s context and level of 
commitment.

Climate Change 
Adaptation (CCA) 

Strategies

Marine Protected 
Areas (MPAs)

Climate-resilient 
livelihood

CCA in local 
legislation

Early warning 
systems

Partnerships & 
local focal 

persons

Eco-tourism

Aquasilviculture

Integrated value 
chain for marine 

products

Financial 
resources
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Vulnerability Assessment

Climate change is not a possibility—it is a reality

Many communities already feel the effects of extreme weather 
conditions, although some of them don’t seem to have a name for 
what they are experiencing. People have lost homes, sources of 
livelihood, and even loved ones; the effects of climate change have 
affected many on a personal level.

Overwhelming as it can be for many communities, climate change 
need not be abstract and diffi cult to understand.

Through a vulnerability assessment, communities can use both 
local and indigenous methods, as well as the latest in science and 
technology, to get an accurate picture of the realities they will have 
to face. Whether it’s rising sea levels, coastal fl ooding, stronger 
typhoons, and other hazards that confront local communities, 
a vulnerability assessment is the fi rst step to determining 
appropriate climate change adaptation strategies.

Getting to Know the Risks

H-E-V ASSESSMENT
The basic formula to measure the degree of risk that communities face is as follows:

RISK = H x E x V

• Hazards (H) are either the effects of climate change (e.g., fl ooding or 
landslides) or the loss of nature’s protective ways because of how the 
community has altered its environment (e.g.,erosion,the destruction of 
mangroves and coral reefs)

• Exposure (E) means the extent to which a community is exposed to hazards

• Vulnerability (V) is determined by a community’s ecosystem, physical 
features, and population
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Engaging Local Government

Local government engagement helps ensure that climate change 
adaptation measures are institutionalized and given legislative 
and funding support. Without enabling legislation and tight 
law enforcement, current practices that have endangered the 
environment and jeopardized communities’ means of livelihood 
and sustainability will continue. It is imperative for communities to 
secure local government support, especially in ensuring that CCA is 
integrated into their disaster risk reduction and monitoring (DRRM) 
efforts.

Where environmental laws are missing, LGUs need to formulate 
policies and ordinances; where these are already present, laws 
should be enforced. In many cases, hazardous practices persist 
because people—either through ignorance or impunity—think 
that they can get away with it. Strong LGU support ensures that 
violators are brought to justice.

Finally, LGUs should allocate resources to ensure that CCA 
strategies work and are sustained. Whether it is to pay for salaries 
and allowances of local staff or volunteers, to purchase equipment 
to set up weather monitoring systems and patrol boats, or to 
conduct other necessary activities in support of CCA strategies, 
funding support is crucial to the success of any adaptation 
measure. In cases where government funding is inadequate, public-
private partnerships are likewise crucial.

Resource persons helping 
Gubat LGU/LGA staff 
model the shape map for 
Gubat.  The mayor at the 
time, now Congressman 
Deogracia Ramos (in white 
shirt), points to hazard 
areas. / Photo by PFEC
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Community members gather for a three-day workshop on the 
effects of climate change. The workshop puts together the best 
practices of science and indigenous knowledge so the participants 
could best understand what they could do to mitigate the effects of 
climate change.

Day 1 deals with helping communities understand the effects of 
climate change on their environment. For instance, the community 
identifi es an area affected by coastal erosion, while science experts 
explain to them the effects of degraded reefs, damaged seagrass, 
and the absence of mangroves. Vulnerable sites that need urgent 
action are then identifi ed, and this leads to the creation of a 3D 
model that illustrates the local climate change scenarios, the 
hazards present, and the community’s vulnerability. 

Integrating Science and
Indigenous Knowledge
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On Day 2, participants identify the best adaptation measures in 
the context of their local culture, ways of life, and income level. For 
example, the community can discuss accommodations, building 
standards, and biophysical interventions such as breakwater, 
mangrove rehabilitation, and coral restoration. They also note the 
need for experts to help in replanting and rehabilitating mangrove 
areas.

By Day 3, the community lays out their specifi c action plans, 
drawing out the best implementation strategies and policies to 
strengthen their actions. They also give a template to use as a 
framework for the crafting of their local policies. The community 
and the local government must work closely to develop the best 
adaptation plan for their community.
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Climate change adaptation necessitates the use of various 
communication strategies to engage communities, including the 
youth, to make them aware of both the effects of climate change 
and the community’s opportunities for action. Project experience 
has shown that creative communication methods work best to 
share information and engage stakeholders.

Sangtuwaryo. Sangtuwaryo is a full-length movie that dramatizes 
the realities of climate change and illustrates its impact on the 
everyday life of the villagers. Shot entirely in Sta. Fe, Bantayan, 
Cebu, and made entirely by a local production team, it tells the 
story of a family who lives in a small fi shing village. Extreme 
poverty forces them to fi nd other ways to survive. Lured by the 
prospect of easy money, the father engages in dangerous 
and illegal practices. An explosion during a fi shing expedition 
injures him and kills his son. The family’s struggle for survival is 
compounded by anguish and grief.

Playing it by Heart: Using Personal Experiences
to Act Out the Realities of Climate Change

A still from the fi lm, Sangtuwaryo, 
produced by the World Bank and the 
Law of Nature Foundation, Inc., and 
directed by Archie Modequillo.
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Mothers Pilar 
Olivares (left) 
and Maribel 
Barrameda 
(right) show 
their props. 

Teatro Gubat.  Meanwhile, community theater encourages 
the youth to audition for roles in a play whose goal is to raise 
awareness about climate change in their community. The 
director uses the actors’ own personal experiences with the 
effects of climate change—fl ooding, typhoon, washed away 
homes, and destroyed livelihoods—to draw out emotions and 
powerful performances from the actors. In the end, the actors 
become stewards and advocates; they are transformed by acting 
methodologies they learn and by the process they undergo, 
and strengthened by their resolve to face climate change as a 
community.

Beyond fi lm and theater, CCA requires the need to constantly 
communicate with stakeholders—including critics and skeptics—
in a wide variety of ways. Various methods, forms, and channels 
of communication are important in every step of the process to 
ensure that CCA is integrated in all levels of community life.
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Integrating everything that they had experienced and discussed 
from the workshops, fi lm showings, and theater productions, as 
well as from dialogues with the local government and scientifi c 
experts, community members implement a variety of CCA 
measures within their locale. Their goal is to develop replicable and 
sustainable strategies and projects

With access to appropriate technology, the communities integrate 
local knowledge to come up with climate-proofi ng measures 
that are suited to their own culture and experiences. To address 
receding shorelines and marine resources, the fi sherfolk set up 
marine sanctuaries and try to revive reef life. They also rehabilitate 
mangrove vegetation. They look to eco-tourism, aquasilviculture, 
mariculture, for example, as well as to the integration of a value 
chain for marine products, in order to build climate-resilient 
alternatives to their livelihood.

As a capacity-building measure, the communities seek the 
assistance of experts in setting up their own weather-monitoring 
systems. This allows them to strengthen their own disaster-

Developing Strategies for
Climate Change Adaptation
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preparedness measures by generating their own data on sea-level 
rise, rainfall, and wind velocity, among others.

In every case, a strong and supportive LGU is necessary to help 
create the necessary local legislation to support CCA as well as to 
invest the necessary resources for climate-proofi ng the community.

Local champions also emerge in each community, often 
stepping up to unite and mobilize the community even without 
formal designations or titles. They help educate other community 
members about what else can be done to protect themselves 
from the effects of climate change. In many instances, they 
champion specifi c adaptation measures and ensure its successful 
implementation.

Beyond these champions, the communities realize that more of 
them will have to step up to make climate change adaptation a 
way of life. When it comes to ensuring their safety and improving 
their quality of life, nothing beats giving a community ownership 
over the processes and the outcomes.
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Conclusion

Climate change adaptation is a fl uid, ongoing, and evolving process 
that involves many stakeholders from various sectors of society. 
For adaptation strategies to work, all parties must be open to 
communicate, collaborate, and get creative. Here are some things 
to remember for future replication of the CCA process:

• Integrate indigenous knowledge with the latest in scientifi c 
knowledge and technology

• Cultivate climate-smart agriculture and develop climate-resilient 
livelihoods

• Integrate climate governance in LGUs

• Engage in continuous knowledge-sharing and community 
involvement

• Adopt an ecosystem-based local development

• Build climate-smart infrastructure and restrict resource 
extraction in conservation areas 

• Increase adaptation competence of local legislators and 
planners 
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